
Quite Rather

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I've done _________ enough business, I consider, in the last week, to last
me my life.
1. quite

This last was not infrequently associated with a _________ sheepish smile.2. rather

I knew such a queer artist in London, a _________ coarse, wholly
uneducated woman, but with a streak of real genius.
3. rather

Daniel replied _________ curtly that he needed some one to stand
between him and the world.
4. rather

I was not _________ right, nor quite wrong; picking up one of the books, I
looked at it for a moment, and found it to be the New Testament.
5. quite

If such a one can get loose in the stable, she is _________ certain to do
mischief.
6. quite

Himself an Arab, who had always looked upon Great Britain with friendly
eyes, he undertook the mission _________ unwillingly.
7.

rather

The storekeeper regarded her _________ blankly for the request was a
strange one.
8. rather

Pratt remained on the platform and looked _________ wistfully after her.9. rather

Otherwise I am _________ sure that I should have let the other fellow
take my medicine for me.
10. quite

I managed to commit many pages of this book to memory, in a
_________ listless and perfunctory manner.
11.

rather

Sometimes, Eric, I find your little practices and habits and rules
_________ tiresome; I must educate you out of them.
12.

rather

Repeatedly, however, it was a point that, in the face of strange and
special things, he judged it _________ awkwardly gross to urge.
13.

rather
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But he found little difficulty in convincing them that he was the real author
of the pieces; whereupon they commended him in a manner that was
_________ perilous to one who had the smallest share of pride in his heart.

14.

rather

I went to the window, walking _________ unsteadily, for I felt sick and
dizzy after this strange and somewhat exciting interview.
15. rather

Into this half-delirious vision broke the strong, _________ harsh voice that
filled her for an instant with a curious hate so acute that if she had been large
enough, strong enough, she would have thrust the woman out of doors.

16. rather

He spoke _________ timidly, and Celia's heart was touched.17. rather

She sighs _________ impatiently at his apparently intentional
misunderstanding of her drift.
18. rather

Its walls were mostly covered by book-shelves, but in the gaps between
the shelves there were pictures; a _________ odd mixture of pictures, of men
and women and dogs.

19.
rather

Felt more languid and _________ sickly, such as I experienced now and
then during some parts of the hot weather.
20. rather
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